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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present our voice browser system, HearSay,
which provides eﬃcient access to the World Wide Web to
people with visual disabilities. HearSay includes contentbased segmentation of Web pages and a speech-driven interface to the resulting content. In our latest version of
HearSay, we focus on general-purpose browsing. In this paper we describe HearSay’s new dialog interface, which includes several diﬀerent browsing strategies, gives the user
control over the amount of information read out, and contains several diﬀerent methods for summarizing information
in part of a Web page. HearSay selects from its collection of
presentation strategies at run time using classiﬁers trained
on human-labeled data.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The World Wide Web has become an indispensable aspect
of our society, used for education, commerce, medicine and
entertainment. However, the primary means of accessing the
Web is via browsers designed for visual modes of interaction
(e.g., Internet Explorer, Firefox, etc.). This limits access for
an entire community of people with visual disabilities. This
target population faces particular diﬃculties in accessing,
scanning and summarizing/distilling information on a Web
page or group of pages, ﬁlling out Web forms, and using
Web search facilities.
Creating audio browsable Web content has become the
focus of intensive research eﬀorts by industrial enterprises
(e.g., IBM) and standardization organizations (e.g., W3C).
New markup languages, such as VoiceXML [9], SALT [8] and
XHTML+Voice [11], and new voice browser systems, such
as IBM’s WebSphere Voice Server, have emerged to facilitate
the creation, publishing, and exchange of audio browsable
Web content. However, adapting to voice browser technology still remains a signiﬁcant burden for many Web content
providers. Furthermore, while current screen readers and
voice browsers are useful for reading HTML documents, they
impose signiﬁcant overhead on users. These systems provide
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almost no ﬁltering of Web page content to eliminate “noise”
(e.g., advertisements), and do not provide the user with a
semantic view of the pages being browsed. As a result, the
user is forced to arrow down or page down through a single columned presentation of all the links on a given page
including the navigational links and ads.
In previous work, we developed a voice browser system,
HearSay [29]. HearSay provided access to the content of
news, commerce and educational Web pages in an eﬃcient
and simple way and had a uniquely ﬂexible, controllable
interface. However, because HearSay relied on ontologies
and hand-built templates for content extraction and presentation, its scope was limited. In this paper we present
our revised, general-purpose HearSay system. We focus on
HearSay’s dialog interface, which includes several diﬀerent
browsing strategies, gives the user control over the amount of
information read out, and contains several diﬀerent methods
for summarizing information in part of a Web page. HearSay
selects from its collection of presentation strategies at run
time using classiﬁers trained on human-labeled data.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2 we describe the HearSay system. In Section 3 we present
HearSay’s general purpose browsing strategies. We describe
HearSay’s content presentation strategies in Section 4. We
discuss related work is described in Section 5 and ﬁnally, we
conclude in Section 6.

2. INTRODUCTION TO HEARSAY
2.1 HearSay Architecture
The architecture of the HearSay voice browser is shown in
Figure 1. It includes three basic components: the Browser
Object Interface, the Content Analyzer, and the Interface
Manager. The Browser Object Interface 1 fetches pages from
Web servers. Special features include automatic form ﬁllouts and retrieval of pages pointed to by navigable links
that require execution of JavaScript.
The Content Analyzer partitions an input Web page into
a logical structure of segments containing related content
elements by analyzing the page’s structure and content. The
output of the Content Analyzer is a partition tree of the
content in the input page.
The Interface Manager labels each partition in the partition tree using pre-trained classiﬁers, described in Section
4. These labels are used by the Dialog Generator that auto1
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=
/workshop/browser/prog browser node entry.asp
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Figure 1: Architecture of HearSay

ues to the next section, saying “Section two (size: 98 percent) keywords are news, international, business, ... Navigate it?”. Alice chooses to browse this partition (labeled 2
in Figure 2), which itself contains 3 partitions. After further
browsing, Alice may navigate to a headline story linked to in
the partition labeled 3 in Figure 2, at which point HearSay
will read out the story. Alice can also invoke common navigation commands such as “Go back”, “Skip” or “Repeat”
at any time.
Unlike our ﬁrst version of HearSay [29], which was based
on using domain-speciﬁc ontologies and dialog templates,
the current HearSay is designed for generality. Consequently,
we have modiﬁed both our Content Analyzer and our Interface Manager. We brieﬂy describe our Content Analyzer,
then look in detail at our Interface Manager.

2.3 Content Analysis

Figure 2: An example from New York Times.
matically generates a VoiceXML dialog interface to the Web
page content. We use our own VoiceXML interpreter, along
with freely available text-to-speech synthesizers and speech
recognizers, to execute this VoiceXML dialog.

2.2 Using HearSay
HearSay’s main output modality is speech. It accepts input in text or speech, so can be used both on small formfactor devices such as PDAs, and on desktops/laptops.
Suppose Alice is a student who has visual disabilities. She
often browses the Web using HearSay. Today she opens the
web site of New York Times (http://www.nytimes.com) by
saying “New York Times”. After loading the page ( shown in
Figure 2), HearSay automatically partitions it into segments
of related content using structural and semantic information.
HearSay automatically creates a VoiceXML dialog interface to the partitioned content. For the Web page in Figure 2, HearSay might say, “There are two sections. Section
one (size: 2 percent) keywords are New York Times, Personalize Your Weather, Updated Friday,.... Navigate it?”.
From the description Alice decides that section one is the
header of the Web page and replies “No”. HearSay contin-

Here we describe the content analysis algorithm that HearSay
uses to partition a Web page into semantically related segments. It is based on our previous work on structural and
semantic analysis of Web content [24, 29, 25, 26]. Content
analysis (see [24] for details) is based upon the observation
that semantically related items in content-rich Web pages
exhibit consistency in presentation style and spatial locality. Exploiting this observation, a pattern mining algorithm
working bottom-up on the DOM tree of a Web page aggregates related content in subtrees. Brieﬂy, the algorithm initially assigns types, reﬂecting similarities in structural presentation, to leaf nodes in the DOM tree and subsequently
restructures the tree bottom-up using pattern mining on
type sequences. The DOM tree fragment for the page in
Figure 2(a) is shown in Figure 3(a). The type of a leaf node
is the concatenation of HTML tags on the root-to-leaf path
and that of an internal node (or partition) is composed from
the types of its child nodes. In the restructured tree, known
also as the partition tree, there are three classes of partition: (i) group - which encapsulates repeating patterns in
its immediate children type sequence, (ii) pattern - which
captures each individual occurrence of the repeat, or (iii)
block - when it is neither group nor pattern. Intuitively the
subtree of a group node denotes homogenous content consisting of semantically related items. For example, observe
how all the headline news in the central part in Figure 2(a)
are rooted under the group node in the partition tree. The
leaf nodes of the partition tree correspond to the leaf nodes
in the original DOM tree and have content associated with
them. The partition tree resulting from structural analysis of the DOM in Figure 3(a) is shown Figure 3(b). The
partition tree represents a logical organization of the page’s
content.

3. HEARSAY’S BROWSING STRATEGIES
HearSay’s dialog creation component takes as input a partition tree constructed from Web page content. It walks
over this tree, constructing a menu-based dialog for browsing
the content using speech. In previous versions of HearSay,
this dialog was constructed using a set of domain-speciﬁc
VoiceXML templates. Our focus in this version of HearSay
is generality; the system should provide a reasonably eﬃcient interface to any Web page. This involves a) permitting
eﬃcient navigation; and b) presenting content eﬃciently.
Because the data structure the system operates over is a
partition tree, HearSay’s general-purpose navigation strate-
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gies are breadth-ﬁrst navigation (BFN) and depth-ﬁrst navigation (DFN). To permit eﬃcient presentation of content,
HearSay lets the user change its verbosity, or the amount of
information it provides about a partition.

3.1 Breadth-First and Depth-First Navigation
In BFN, all the child partitions in a partition are presented
to the user, who then selects one for further browsing. This
strategy is straightforward and gives users an overview of the
available selections from which they can choose. However,
if a partition has many children, it can be hard for a user to
listen to and remember all the browsing choices. Consider
the category news section of the New York Times shown in
Figure 4(a). The partition tree of this particular section is
shown in Figure 4(b). There are in fact 20 child partitions
of this partition, too many for the user to remember [23].
DFN is used in cases like these. In DFN, each child of
a partition is presented individually, with the user given a
yes/no choice about whether to navigate into that partition
right after it is presented. An alternative to DFN would be
to use BFN with barge-in, so that a user could interrupt the
system with “navigate” right after hearing about a partition
of interest. However, with speech input the use of barge-in
leads to more speech recognition errors. In addition, with
DFN the user never has to listen to the children of a partition more than once (because the system resumes presenting
children at the location where the user last made a choice),
whereas with BFN+barge-in, the user would have to listen
to the whole list of children of a partition at each return to
the root of the partition.
Table 1 shows the BFN and DFN dialogs output from
HearSay for the category news presented above.
HearSay2 uses a simple method to choose between BFN
and DFN based on the number of children a partition has.
However, the user can also switch between BFN and DFN
at any time to ﬁt personal preference.

3.2 Verbosity
When ﬁrst browsing a Web page, the user may need lots of
information to make navigation choices. However, for expert
users this information may be unnecessary and annoying.
HearSay now lets users adjust the amount of information it
provides about each partition:
Level 1 – non-verbose mode: provide just the depth and
type (group, pattern or block) of the partition.
Level 2 – partly-verbose mode: provide all the information from level 1 plus information about the partition’s
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Figure 4: Category News from New York Times
HearSay2: You are at level 2. There are 3
sections in this level. Section 1, ... (presenting the partitions using the default or preset
verbose mode.)
User: (at any time) Verbose 1.
HearSay2: Non-verbose mode. Level 2,
3 sections in this level. Section 1,
heterogenous content; Section 2, homogenous
content, ...
User: (at any time) Verbose 3.
HearSay2: Full-verbose mode. Level 2,
3 sections in this level. Section 1,
heterogenous content (size: 34 percent),
first 5 most frequent words are: news,
opinions, features, ... It has 12
subsections with labels World News, Sports
News, ... The number of words and links are
231 and 34 respectively.
User: ...
Figure 5: Sample HearSay dialog

structure OR content (see Section 4.2).
Level 3 – full-verbose mode: provide all the information
from level 1 plus information about the partition’s
structure AND content.
The user may change the ”verbosity level” at any time.
Once the level is set, HearSay will use it until it is changed
again. A sample dialogue involving changes to the verbosity
level is shown in Figure 5.

4. HEARSAY’S PRESENTATION STRATEGIES
In our current version of HearSay, users can set their own
browsing strategy (BFN or DFN) and choose the amount
of information about the partition tree they want to hear.
However, HearSay should also be able to modify its presentation strategy by itself according to the changing requirements imposed by the content it is presenting. In the

BFN
HearSay2: You are at level 2. There are 20
sections in this level. Section 1, Business;
Section 2, National; Section 3, Washington;
Section 4, Health ...(may takes a while to ﬁnish
all the 20 sections) please choose from the above
20 sections.
User: (If she still remembers the second item)
Section 2.
HearSay2: National. (continue with the national
news)
User: ...

DFN
HearSay2: You are at level 2. There are 20
sections in this level. Section 1, Business.
Navigate it?
User: No.
HearSay2: Section 2, National. Navigate
it?
User: Yes.
HearSay2: National. (continue with the national
news)
User: ...

Table 1: Breadth-first navigation vs. depth-first navigation
sections below, we identify three aspects of content presentation in HearSay. We then describe how we used humanannotated data to automatically train classiﬁers to determine HearSay’s content presentation strategy at run time.

4.1 Navigation: Searching vs. Browsing
It is well-known that user activities over Web pages during
navigation consist of two basic types: searching and browsing. Previously, researchers have looked at how users switch
between strategies across sequences of Web pages [12, 33].
Here, we apply these ideas to navigation across partitions
(possibly within a single Web page).
In the New York Times homepage shown in Figure 6(a),
there are basically two big partitions (labeled 1 and 2). Partition 1 is the header of the page, while partition 2 contains
the main content. Partition 2 is further divided into three
partitions: a menu on the left-hand side, a set of headline
news items in the middle, and a set of other news stories
and related content on the right-hand side. A visitor to this
page looking for news is probably not interested in listening
to partition 1 or the menu in partition 2. Instead, the user
will search to partition 3, the headline news items. At this
point, her activity will turn from searching to browsing, i.e.
listening to the news stories.
As illustrated in this example, each partition in one of
HearSay’s partition trees can be classiﬁed as either a searching or a browsing partition. For browsing partitions, HearSay
can simply read out the partition’s contents. We created a
VoiceXML dialog template to perform this task. However,
for searching partitions, HearSay needs to provide a summary of information about the partition so the user can
decide whether to search inside it. The type of summary
depends on the structure and content of the partition itself.

4.2 Partition Summaries: Structure vs. Content
We distinguish between two basic types of partition summary for searching partitions: structural, and content-based.
In a structural summary, HearSay describes the structure of
the partition: its location in the partition tree, its size, etc.
In a content-based summary, HearSay presents key words
in the content of the partition or gives a short extractive
summary based on the text in the partition. For partitions
containing heterogeneous content, structural summaries are
more informative. For partitions containing semantically related items, content-based summaries are more useful.
We designed a VoiceXML dialog template for each type
of summary. However, when constructing a content-based
summary for a partition, HearSay must decide which text

to include.

4.3 Partition Summaries: Content Selection
Common text summarization techniques use term frequencies in documents to identify important words/phrases/ sentences [22]. These documents are usually fairly large, e.g.
a news report, or an academic paper, etc. However, our
partitions are generally small, so extractive summarization
methods work poorly. Our summarization method is based
on the observation that, in Web pages, visual hints are commonly used to emphasize important elements (e.g., the titles
of news articles are usually in big fonts). Each sentence in a
searching, content-based partition is labeled as either important or unimportant. The important sentences/phrases are
used in the text summary for that partition.

4.4 Evaluation
We used machine learning methods to train classiﬁers for
each of these three binary classiﬁcation tasks:
• Classify each partition as browsing or searching
• Classify each searching partition as best-suited for a
structural or content-based summary
• Classify each sentence/phrase in a searching/contentbased partition as either important or unimportant

4.4.1 Partition Types
We collected about 50 partition trees from diﬀerent Web
pages (mainly in the news domain) and manually labeled
a subset of partitions selected at random from each partition tree (the trees are very large, so we could not label
all the partitions). Each partition was labeled as browsing,
searching/structural or searching/content-based. Separately,
we automatically extracted 44 features (shown in Table 2)
for each partition in each partition tree. These features represent information about the structure of the partition tree
and the content in the original Web page.
We built two support vector machines [14] using these
features. One classiﬁes partitions as searching or browsing; the second classiﬁes searching partitions as structural
or content-based. We used libSVM [13] to train our classiﬁers. We used a sequence of binary classiﬁers rather than
a single one-versus-all SVM because: (a) binary classiﬁers
usually have better performance than multi-class classiﬁers;
and more importantly, (b) the two problems do not necessarily follow the same feature-space mapping and distribution.
We used ﬁve-fold cross-validation to evaluate the performance of our classiﬁers for this task. We experimented with
diﬀerent kernels; our best results, obtained using the Radial

(b)

(a)

Figure 6: An example from the New York Times
Basis Function kernel, are 86% correct for navigation type
(browsing or searching) and 88% correct for summary type
(content-based or structural).
In HearSay’s Dialog Generator, a VoiceXML dialog template is applied to each partition based on its classiﬁcation
and the user-selected verbosity level. When the user selects
verbosity level 2, the content-based or structural template is
used for searching partitions. Both structural and contentbased information are presented for searching partitions at
verbosity level 3; no description is provided for searching
partitions at verbosity level 1. The browsing template is
used for browsing partitions at all verbosity levels.

4.4.2 Partition Summaries
We manually labeled 700 leaf nodes from our 50 partition
trees. Each node was labeled as important or unimportant.
Separately, we automatically extracted the the 13 features
given in Table 3 for each node. These features include information about the position of the leaf node as well as the
formatting information.
We trained decision tree classiﬁers for this task using Weka [32]
implementations of the decision tree algorithms (i.e., J482 ,
ADTree[16], NBTree[19] and LMT[20]). As a baseline, we
took the ﬁrst sentence/phrase in a partition as the summary
of that partition.
For testing, we used 10 partition trees from 10 new news
Web sites. Our results are shown in Table 4. The best
decision tree (i.e., J48) works signiﬁcantly better than the
baseline for partitions where there are clear visual hints.
However, we found that performance on this task is highly
dependent on the performance of the underlying partitioning algorithm. For example, sometimes boundaries of par2

Weka’s version of C4.5[28].

No.
1-5
6-11
12-17
18-22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Name
NODE T
PAR T
PREV T
NEXT T
NUM W
NUM LK
NUM L
NUM CH
NUM LS
NUM RS
LEVEL
LONG LV

31

SHORT LV

32-36

NUM CT

37
38
39
40

TOTAL W
PAR W
TOTAL L
PAR L

41

MAX LV

42

PAR MAX

43

MIN LV

44

PAR MIN

Description
The type of the partition.
The type of the parent.
The type of the left sibling.
The type of the right sibling.
Number of words.
Number of links.
Number of leaf nodes.
Number of direct children.
Number of left siblings.
Number of right siblings.
Number of levels to the root.
Number of levels to the deepest leaf
node.
Number of levels to the nearest leaf
node.
Number of children with the same
type.
Total number of words in the tree.
Total number of words in the parent.
Total number of leaf nodes in the tree.
Total number of leaf nodes in the parent.
Level of the deepest branch in the
tree.
Level of the deepest branch in the
parent.
Level of the most shallow branch in
the tree.
Level of the most shallow branch in
the parent.

Table 2: Features for SVM.

No.
1-3
4
5
6-7
8
9
10-13

Description
The node type of its parent and siblings.
Number of words in the current node.
Number of words in the parent node.
Number of previous and next siblings.
Number of levels to the root.
Max number of levels to the root from siblings.
Font style.

Table 3: Features used in labeling problem.
Web site
NYTimes
CNN
GoogleNews
LATimes
MSNBC
Average

Baseline
84%
71%
78%
85%
81%
79.8%

J48
100%
80%
100%
88%
81%
89.8%

ADTree
97%
74%
100%
88%
81%
89.2%

NBTree
92%
80%
97%
88%
81%
85.6%

LMT
81%
69%
97%
78%
81%
81.2%

Table 4: Primary evaluation for labeling problem.
titions were incorrect, so that important sentences were in
the wrong partition. Example rules learned by the classiﬁers
are,
• if the element is among first three elements in this partition, the number of levels to the root of this partition
is less than 3, and its font size is bigger than 2, then
it is important.
• if the element is a link under a pattern node, it is the
first element, or it is the second element but the font
size is bigger than 1, then it is important.
In Table 5, we show part of a dialog generated from the
Web page of Figure 6(a). Switches from one dialog strategy
to another are annotated in the dialog.

more attention (e.g. [31, 18]). For example, in [30] the authors examined the accessibility issues relating to the Web
and proposed solutions in the context of a screen reader system. More guidelines relating to improving the accessibililty
of search engines were proposed in [21]. However, in most
research relating to accessibility the proposed solution is for
content authors to add additional tags to Web page content,
or for the engineers of the browser to provide specialized ontologies and rules to facilitate content presentation [29, 27].
By contrast, we take the markup of content on the Web as is,
and use automatic analysis to make the content accessible.
Our approach is to provide eﬃcient access to as much of the
Web as possible; we are willing to sacriﬁce some elegance for
coverage.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have described our new HearSay Web browser for people with visual disabilities. HearSay is designed for eﬃcient,
broad-coverage voice-driven Web browsing. In this paper,
we focused on the general-purpose browsing and content presentation strategies employed in HearSay. In future work,
we plan to conduct a complete evaluation of HearSay and
reﬁne our browsing and presentation strategies accordingly.
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